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Bespoke  Premium  Creative 
 

Freedom of Choice for        
Architects and Designers 

 
We rise by lifting others 

 
Raised in Cambridge, England 

GOODS ELEVATOR PLATFORM LIFTS 

• LIGHTWELL PLATFORM LIFTS 

• CAR PLATFROM LIFTS 

• SUBTERREANEN BIN STORAGE 

• STAGE PLATFORM LIFTS 

• SPLIT LEVEL PLATFORM LIFTS 

• BIN PLATFORM LIFTS 

• OVERSIZE PLATFORM LIFTS 



Lyfthaus have a well proven team of experienced and innovative design     

engineers and creative thinkers who deal solely with the stylish and refined 

tastes of architectural clients. Placing their clients’ needs at the heart of every 

design, the Lyfthaus objective is to exceed clients’ expectations, delighting 

them by providing an individual and unique service that delivers an              

uncompromisingly high standard of design, fit and finish to every project.  

Lyfthaus designs are never about us. Our clients are our focus. Our designers 

are not only passionate, skilled and experienced, but are excellent listeners 

and communicators. We take the time to thoroughly understand our clients 

and what they want from each individual platform lift project. Only then do 

we start to think about the design  itself. 

We are the lift industry’s foremost creative designers providing architects 

with an unparalleled freedom of choice and the source of the very best archi-

tecturally inspired platform lift design solutions. The Lyfthaus team develop 

trusted relationships that see clients returning time after time, year after 

year.  

We combine stimulating new trends and finishes with a client’s key            

requirements to guarantee a design that is exclusive, reflecting their own 

property style and requirements.  

Lyfthaus offers expert knowledge and advice, using tailor made designs, hand

-crafted studio based manufacturing methods and luxury finishes enabling 

clients to realise the full potential of their new bespoke platform lift. 

Lyfthaus premium open aspect platform lifts 

can be found in Britain’s finest buildings,  

architectural icons and A-list properties 

Raised in Cambridge. Supplied nationwide 

The Lyfthaus Technology Centre near Cambridge 

“Amazing.  You are truly talented” 



Lightwell Platform Lifts 
Virtually undetectable to passing pedestrians,    

Alliance lightwell lifts are a discreet method of 

transporting bins and goods from lightwell       

basements to street level.  When lowered the lift 

is out of sight and often finished to complement 

the adjacent architecture. The street side           

balustrade is adapted to form a gate complete 

with interlock  safety mechanism. 



Lightwell Platform Lifts 

Bins, bikes, office and catering 

supplies can all be transported 

with ease to this valuable 

basement space. 



Another example of a Lyfthaus lightwell 

goods lift installed in a grand home.  This 

lift links ground level with the basement 

kitchen below and acts as a bridge across 

the lightwell.  All access doors are       

interlocked with the lifts movement. 

Lightwell Platform Lifts 



This pit free low profile platform lift transports all   

manner of loads used to keep this busy hotel            

operating, laundry trolleys and catering supplies     

included.  A shallow ramp to used to access the lift at 

the lower level Loading dock and split level lifts 



Independent Compact Elevator 

This pair of platform lifts are installed at a student accommodation 

building in central London.  The lifts  can each raise 20 wheelie bins 

at a time and do so twice weekly.  At other times they move bikes 

and general goods 3M between the two levels 

Split level goods, bins, bike lifts 



Subterranean bin storage No more smelly, ugly bins taking up valuable garden or 

driveway space.  Bins can now be stored securely           

underground and out of sight in a Lyfthaus subterranean 

bin store.  Various sizes are available for two, three or four 

domestic wheelie bins and up to six 1100ltr commercial 

bins.  The same system can be used to store bikes and    

motorbikes. 



Car Platform Lifts 

A stylish and practical method of moving vehicles to        

basements and mezzanine floors or simply for display       

purposes.  Bespoke car platform lifts made to measure and 

with your choice of barrier and  enclosure style. 



Stage and basement lifts 

This lift is used to transport tables and chairs 

from basement storage directly into this       

prestigious North London town hall where the 

ballroom is used for wedding receptions and 

gala balls. Similar applications can be found in 

pubs, restaurants and home cellars. 



Chapter House, St. Pauls Cathedral 

Like all pioneers, the Lyfthaus founders’ approach to platform 

lift design had to be unique. To be different. They wanted Lyfthaus to 

stand out by standing for something different and for many years the 

company has done just that. Year after year, new platform lifts and 

refreshed designs have been introduced, each as  impressive as the 

last, keeping pace with continually evolving architectural trends. As 

time has progressed a company style has emerged and now the    

Collection created by Lyfthaus of Cambridge is internationally         

recognised as the open aspect platform lift industry’s leader in stylish 

contemporary design, technical innovation and bespoke                         

adaptability.  All proudly made near  Cambridge, England.   

 
Lyfthaus Limited 

Steeple Bumpstead, Cambridge, CB9 7BN 

T. 01440 731111 

lifts@lyfthaus.com 

www.lyfthaus.com 

Lyfthaus have a well proven team of    

experienced and innovative design     

engineers and creative thinkers who deal 

solely with the stylish and refined tastes 

of architectural clients.  

GOODS ELEVATOR PLATFORM LIFTS Oversize platform lifts from our special XXXL production facility.  

Lifts without limits! Challenge us with your specification 

http://www.mylyft.com/lifts/platform-lifts/
http://www.mylyft.com/lifts/platform-lifts/
http://www.mylyft.com/lifts/platform-lifts/

